Trademark is one of the most disputed items in Intellectual Property Rights. To grant a trademark, litigation is carried out to investigate if the new trademark applied for matches substantially with an already issued trademark. Considering the fact that the trademark database is very huge and keeps on increasing constantly, the manual search is definitely not a correct solution and an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) based system is required to automate this process.
INTRODUCTION 1.1 Background
A trademark is a distinct sign used as an intellectual property by any individual, business organization or any other judicial entity. It can be an image, a logo, symbol, design, word, phrase or a combination of these. Trademark is basically used to distinguish one business organization from other and thereby distinguish their products or services from others as well [1] .
Two trademark images can be conflicting not only if they are geometrically similar in a side by side comparison but also if they are visually similar in appearance. A trademark image can be suspected to cause infringement if it is similar to an already registered trademark image sufficient enough to arouse confusion. Similarity can be judged in numerous ways but the intention of a trademark retrieval system is to prevent trademark infringement.
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) techniques make use of the visual information embedded in an image. This has been used to look for images in the trademark database which are confusingly similar to the query image requested by user. Using this visual content, also called features, a lot of human effort can be saved.
Content Based Retrieval
Trademark image retrieval techniques can be broadly classified as Description based trademark image retrieval and Content based trademark image retrieval.
In description based retrieval, the query is generated in the form of text describing the query image. The database images of all the classes along with their subclasses have annotations describing the image. In this case, the trademark image retrieval problem shrinks to the classical text search.
In content based retrieval [2] the query is in the form of image and its features are used as the content describing it. These features are calculated for the query image as well as for all the images in the database using feature extraction methods. After this, feature matching is done to find out and retrieve the similar images as shown in figure 1.
Figure 1 Block diagram of Traditional CBIR System
In a country like India, before year 1999, any trademark as per law was limited only to consider the graphical black and white images. However since the new trademark ser came in 1999, color trademark images are being widely used which are more attractive and convey more information and therefore a method that integrates the most relevant shape feature, with the color and texture information can prove to be a good solution. In our paper we here implement such a method.
RELATED WORK
A lot of work has been done in the field of trademark retrieval systems. The three most outstanding trademark retrieval systems are TRADEMARK [3] , STAR [4] and ARTISAN [5] .
Katos' TRADEMARK [3] system analyzes the image content automatically by making use of Graphical features (GF vector). Lam et al. developed STAR [4] system that makes use of mainstream image retrieval techniques that focus on both shape and spatial layout of image to calculate the similarity between images. These methods include Fourier descriptors, moment invariants and gray level projection.
ARTISAN [5] developed by Eakins, focuses on device-only marks which contain geometric designs which are abstract in nature and uses methods based on Gestalt psychology for similarity matching.
Apart from these three systems,QBIC [6] is a famous system developed by IBM, Almaden Research Center. It is in all probability the most efficient of all image content retrieval systems and can be used for both dynamic and static retrieval of images. It makes use of various visual properties like color, shape and texture.
S.Nandgopalan et al. [7] focused on color histogram, texture and image density features and used Euclidean distance method for similarity comparison between query image and database images.
Kondekar et al. [8] Presented results of efficiency of using color histogram, Fourier descriptors and moment invariants for color, shape and texture features respectively. Rajshree S. Dubey et al. [9] proposed a system that used a combination of four feature extraction techniques namely color histogram, color moment, edge histogram and texture.
Before proceeding with this paper work an analysis of the survey done on various CBIR systems by Ranjeet Kumar et al. [10] has been made to get a better insight into the work already done in this field.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper we introduce a weighted approach that uses color, texture and shape as the basic features Feature Extraction Techniques 3.1 COLOR 3.1.1Color Space A color space defines a coordinate system and the subspace within the system. Each color is then represented as a point within that subspace. Some color spaces like RGB (red, green, blue), Lab (CIE L*a*b*, CIELAB), HSV (Hue, Saturation and Brightness), CMY (Cyan, Magenta,yellow) are used frequently. The color space used in computing the color histogram in the proposed method is HSV because HSV to RGB and reverse transformations are simpler and HSV color space is perceptually uniform.
Color Histogram
Color histogram [11] is a type of bar graph where on X-axis we have a color and the frequency of occurrence of that particular color in the image is represented on Y-axis.
The steps followed to find the similarity between two images using color histogram are: a) Query image and database images are read and converted to HSV color map. b) Color histogram is computed for query and database images for all three components of HSV color space i.e. hue saturation and value. c) Then distance between histograms is computed using Euclidean distance metric approach
This method of color histogram is invariant to image rotation.
TEXTURE
Texture [12] is an inherent property of an image that describes the homogenous pattern in the image. Texture is an important characteristic that specifies the coarseness, smoothness, uniformity etc. of objects in an image.
Much work has been done on analyzing textures but still it remains an interesting and difficult topic in image processing. The two common methods for describing textures are Statistical and Transform based methods.
3.2.1Statistical method
This includes computing the local features at each point in the image using the gray level value at that point. Certain statistics is then derived from these local features. A large class of textures can be modeled by using Gray Level Co-occurrence matrix which is an effective statistical method.
3.2.1.1Gray Level Co-occurrence matrix
Given an image Q(i,j), let p(i,j) be position operator. A matrix A which is N*N in size is computed whose element A(i,j) is the number of times that point with gray level (intensity) g(i) occurs at a place specified by the relationship operator, p, relative to points with gray level g(j).
Suppose P be a N*N matrix of size as of A and it is produced by dividing A with total number of point pairs that fulfill position operator p. P(i,j) is a joint probability that a pair of points fulfilling position operator p will have values g(i), g(j). P is called the gray level co-occurrence matrix [7, 9] characterized by p. The relationship operator R is characterized by angle θ and distance d. 
Transform based methods
In this method, the texture feature is computed by analyzing the frequency content of the image. Some methods use Fourier transform to compute the global frequency content of the image which work at a single scale, like the statistical methods. However there may be some texture patterns at different degree of details. To analyze these patterns multi resolution analysis is done. For this multi resolution analysis tree structured wavelet transform is used.
Tree Structured Wavelet Transform
Tree Structured wavelet transform [13] decomposes sub signals in the low frequency channels. This method is highly efficient because of the innate property of images because of which the essential information of images exists in lower sub bands. The wavelet function used is Daubechies.
Following steps are followed to find similarity between images based on texture:
After completion of distance computation for all the database images the similarity can be analyzed.
1. The texture image is decomposed into four sub regions in low-low, high-low, low-high and highhigh sub bands. After completion of distance computation for all the database images the similarity can be analyzed.
SHAPE
Shape feature of an image can be calculated either by using its boundary or its region. Boundary based methods are not so much useful because they are based on single contour so they do not describe complex shapes appropriately.
Therefore, in this paper, region based descriptors such as moments are used because they rely on the pixels consisting region of a shape as well as contour pixels which make them more reliable for shapes having complex boundaries .Low order moments describe the global shape of an image while high order moments describe the shape in detail.
In the proposed method, Zernike moments [14] are used to compute the shape feature of an image.
Zernike Moments:
Zernike moments [14] are defined as complex number moment over a unit circle which takes a set or group of polynomials that are complex and orthogonal in nature. Since the basis of Zernike moments is orthogonal, they have some advantages over regular moments e.g. invariance in rotation, robustness against noise. Shapes with minor differences are identified in high order moments and information redundancy is also minimized. Also, when image description is done using moments, Out of Zernike Moments and other geometric moments, Zernike has better retrieval efficiency.
For calculation of Zernike moments of an image, what is done first, an image or interested region of an image has taken or identified then we map that region to the origin of unit circle in polar coordinate system In calculation, the pixels internal to unit circle are considered. Rests of the pixels are excluded. Rotation invariance is achieved due to this mapping.
Before Calculating Zernike Moments, image is normalized using Cartesian Moments which will help in achieving scale invariance in scale and translation.
By using Euclidean distance, the Zernike moments values obtained for query image and for database images are compared to get the similar images based on shape.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Clustering
Here we suggest making small clusters of the trademark database images which aids in improving system efficiency.
Initially any number of clusters is taken arbitrarily, which for computational ease we have kept to 5. Cluster representatives are initialized and distance of each trademark image to these representatives is calculated and consequently the images are assigned to that cluster which has minimum distance and this process repeats by calculating new cluster representatives and this will continue until all the images find their correct representative.
After this process, when user presents the query image our system first finds which cluster the query image belongs to and then calculates total number of pertinent images to that query image in the trademark dataset .If suppose the query image should fall in the Pth cluster then all trademark images in the Pth cluster are relevant images in database, (let be that number) which helps in calculating the recall of a system i.e. Recall = -> no. of relevant images retrieved.
For Precision = , is no. of retrieved images which is fixed to 10. Table 1 Recall and precision in percentage by taking each feature alone at a time.
Combining the features
Getting the retrieval result using only single feature may produce inefficient result. It may either retrieve images not similar to query image or may fail to retrieve images similar to query image. Hence to produce efficient results, we used combination of several features instead of using single feature.
As each feature has its different value so they are combined using variable weights using the following formula:
S= & are the contribution factors assigned to distance values for color for texture and for shape respectively.
The conclusion we derive from table1 is that the retrieval precision based on shape is highest. After shape, color has a better retrieval precision result. Using this result we assign higher weight to shape feature, next highest to color and lowest to texture. The recall and precision obtained using this weighted combination is shown below 
GUI of The System
The two snapshots of developed system are shown below: 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have suggested a multi-featured combined approach of color, texture and shape information as attributes for trademark similarity matching which are combined by assigning pliable weights.
The approach shows the improvement in the results when weighted adjustment of features is used than when individual features are used independently. Clustering aids calculating recall and precision values and moderates the search space. Results arrived at are superior to the methods reported so far in the literature.
